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Hi

Hallo, Welcome to
the interview

My Mother
wore Diorama, a
wonderful
perfume.

How did you find
out that you loved
perfumes?

How are fragrances
produced? Is there any big
difference between natural
and synthetic ingredients?

Synthetic materials are fairly
pure and usually reasonably
cheap. Natural are usually a
complex mixture and be quite
expensive.
Mr. Turin have thirst!

What
captivates you
most with
fragments?

A perfume is merely a smell, but
a message in a bottle from the
person who composed it to the
person who is smelling it. The
message is what is captivating.

I was in a sushi
restaurant once with a
colleague who wore a ton
of Amarige. The fish in the
restaurant were still
alive and moving, and the
perfume was awful. I now
think of Amarige as the
sell of cruelty to to
animals.

Can you think of a funny or
entertaining situation in your
life as a person dealing
professionally with
fragrances?

Is it possible
to practise the
sense of smell or
are only very few
people born with
that ability?

Everyone
has the basic
ability provided
their nose works,
the rest is
inspiration and
practice.

What kinds of
skills are
involved in
creating a
perfume?

Are there
any basic
ingredients which
are part of almost
all perfumes?

How can a
Person find The
perfume that suits
her or him best?

Long and hard
study of what has
been done before, of
how nature does it
followed by constant
practice, plus the
imagination to create
new combinations.
Practice involves mixing
and smelling. Perfume
have a basic structure
in mind and then
adjust it by trial and
error.

Yes: musks, woods, citrus, rose, for
example, are common to a lot of
fragrances. These perfume oils are then
diluted in 98% alcohol.

By buying
our perfume
guide, of course!
No, but seriously,
by going to a
perfumery and
trying things
out.

What is the
basic difference in
perfumes for men
and women?

Masculine
perfumes are
usually not floral.

Au

I wish you not a
nice day.

Thank you
for the interview.
I wish you a nice
day.

Au!

That’s for you!

